Scavenger Hunt
Put on your detective's cap and follow the clues to discover some of the amazing
artifacts in the museum. Did you see that? It seems there may be some little helpers
in the galleries to help you along the way. GOOD LUCK!
Nursing uniform pieces all tidy and neat laid out on the bed. Can you see the figure hiding? It's
in the ____________________ for her head.
That uniform is long, and that one has stripes, but it's the one with the pockets that this figure
likes. This uniform is special, it's what nursing sisters wore. Reminding us all that women served
during ___________________.
Smallpox is something you may have never heard of, and definitely have never seen. This little fig
is pointing to the reason, a smallpox________________.
You'll have to look hard for this next little fig. The machine it is hiding in is really big! Built to help
breathing, that's how polio affected some, this machine is called an __________________
_______________________.
So many teeth! Don't worry, they won't bite. See that little figure there on the right? Read the story
about the man who made his own teeth out of a _________. Don't be your own dentist! We want to
make that clear!
Though this may look creepy, it was a really great tool for teaching new doctors at the medical
school. There's a little figure hiding and having some fun under the foot of this teaching
__________________________________.
Doctors have used these for hundreds of years, but why does the one with the figure inside look
really weird? The name of this tool is really familiar, we hope. You are looking at a very old
_________________________________________.
See that big chair? I spot a figure right underneath! This is where soldiers sat if they had trouble
with their teeth. Who is the person that would have helped them? Can you guess? Yes, of course,
it would have been a __________.
So many bottles and boxes on shelves! They are from a time when doctors made medicines
themselves. Some ingredients were natural, some made people sick. Reading the label, that is the
trick! Making people sick shouldn't be done! Why did that happen? The figure is showing you,
some of this medicine contains ______________________________.

This figure likes pictures, so that's where it stands. What is it looking at? Oh! It's an x-ray of a
____________________________.
That needle looks sharp, please do not fall! What is she looking at over there on the wall? There
are some doctors that lived a long time ago. How many are there? Count them and then you'll
know! ___________

